None of these pressures have a thing to do with a bet ter profession or with a better pharmacy service. Not being on the board any longer gives me latitude to point out economic considerations that have no place in board action but must be understood to deal professionally with the technician issue. I find most of the people want ing a technician program want: certification, legal responsibility, and continuing education, all of which will in the long run not be to the advantage of the profes sion. If the supportive personnel free the pharmacist of clerical duties, free the pharmacist for counseling, pro vides a second reading or checking, and if they do not replace the pharmacist's judgment, then they need not be certified and could strengthen the profession in the long run. Like the old timer that was asked, "What do you think of modern women?" . . . "Oh, I don't know-I stopped thinking about women years ago;" most of us have really stopped thinking about techni cians. Some of the people thinking about technicians remind me of my Ohio Northern University classmate that after our reunion remarked, "My friends have got ten so old, fat, and bald they didn't even recognize me."
T he following information will illustrate the opti mal usage and structuring of supportive person nel to most efficiently allow maximum utilization of time and skill level of both production and profes sional staffs in a high-volume dispensing situation.
My company provides high-quality pharmaceutical services to 65 long-term care facilities with a medicationhandling system suited to their individual needs. In general, we emphasize unit-dose systems, but we also provide some nonunit-dose handling systems. Because of the type of resident we service, we are able to limit access to our pharmacy to employees and those visi tors whom we choose. Very few pharmacies can do this. However, this gives us a major advantage in that we know everybody who walks in the door, so safety is not as great a problem as it is for retail pharmacies.
We operate on a production scale and we generate a large number of prescriptions every day. Our partic ular system allows for a minimum of four checks on every prescription that is ordered. We also divide our operation into two sections: production and consulting. We will not consider consulting for this discussion. We have a system that allows us to utilize our phar macists efficiently and in such a way that their needs and preferences are optimized. Our system has devel oped over a period of 10-plus years and continues to PHYLLIS K. WILSON, RPh, is President, Nursing Center Ser vices, Inc., Hilliard, OH.
change as we grow. These years have taught us many things about utilization of our staff that I will share with you. In our production area, we have five pharmacists and nine technical employees working. There are major advantages to the proper utilization of support person nel. By support personnel, I mean those pharmacy employees who perform technical and nonprofessional, nonjudgmental functions.
There are also major advantages to dividing pharma cists and supportive personnel into their particular areas of competence rather than lumping everyone into the same niche and expecting quality performance.
Let's look at these two points more closely: (1) who are supportive personnel? and (2) what is proper utilization? Support personnel include, first, data entry operators who input into our computer system patient informa tion, profiles, interactions, allergies, and medication information; and generate labels, delivery manifests, and billing information. Support personnel also include pharmacy technicians who count medications, apply appropriate administra tion information stickers to medication containers, package medications into unit-dose containers, verify delivery manifests, pack orders for delivery, order drugs from suppliers, stock bins, verify certain limited infor mation on the telephone with nursing personnel, rec ord patient information (excluding medication orders), call nursing personnel for third-party coverage journal of Pharmacy Technology Sept/Oct 1986 approval, clean counters, shelves, and utensils, and so on.
That covers a lot of territory. Proper utilization means not asking or expecting a person with training of a technical nature to perform duties that require more academic training, for which they are not qualified or trained to do, or functions that are fraudulent or illegal. Now what are these major advantages to using sup portive personnel?
First, there is cost. We promote the use of generics because there may be little difference between brand acetaminophen and generic; yet we think that it requires a five-year pharmacy degree to count 100 pills and pour them into a bottle without making a mistake. In addi tion, remember that a bored pharmacist is not a safe or productive pharmacist.
Cost containment has arrived in every aspect of health care. It is here to stay. Internal reorganization is the only way to survive. We all know, whether the third-party payers do or not, that we have relatively little control over the price of drugs. In order to stay competitive, we have to contain costs elsewhere. Through a phar macist/technician leveling program, we can do this.
Pharmacists will be utilized to perform those tasks that they are required to do (i.e., receiving orders, veri fying orders, being responsible for checking orders) and those that they do best. Technicians will be able to per form tasks that they do best. Cost containment will follow.
Second, there is quantity. There are more people looking for jobs as technicians and data-entry opera tors who are willing to accept the required schedules and duties than there are pharmacists. Quantity also means additional checks on each prescription. If a com puter operator generates the label, a technician fills the order, a pharmacist checks the order and another tech nician verifies the order against the delivery manifest, that is four checks. Therefore, the medication order has been handled by four different people before it is deliv ered to the resident (six, when you count the nurse who receives the medication and the nurse who actually administers the medication). You know that the chances of a mistake getting to a patient under those circum stances are much less than if one pharmacist generated a label, counted the medication, applied the label, and verified the delivery manifest (or receipt) and, at the same time, answered the phone, talked to people, watched other things in the operation, and so on.
We use machines and computers to perform many tasks today that 20 years ago we knew had to be done by a pharmacist. Are technicians more or less qualified? Does there need to be only a specific number of pieces of equipment that can be operated by one pharmacist or a specific number of people who can support one pharmacist?
What about management and purchasing? Do these functions require a five-year pharmacy degree to per form? Does a five-year pharmacy degree prepare some one for management? I hope you know that the answer is not necessarily. These are different skills altogether and not necessarily related.
One excited technician who is performing the duties for which he was trained is going to perform much better than one bored pharmacist who would rather be doing clinical activities.
The third thing to consider is quality. One excited technician who is performing the duties for which he was trained is going to perform much better than one bored pharmacist who would rather be doing clinical activities. What about the discrepancy between what is taught in pharmacy school and what is expected from pharmacy graduates. Even in hospitals, pharmacists count pills, produce labels, stick the labels on con tainers, and pour liquids. These tasks do not utilize the skills and knowledge taught in school. Who is using this knowledge? A small percentage, mainly consulting pharmacists, research pharmacists, academic, and, to a degree, some retail pharmacists.
The other thing we have found is that dividing phar macists and supportive personnel into their particular areas of competence is important. Why?
1. Not every pharmacist has the same degree of knowledge.
2. Every pharmacist does not have the same interests in so far as the type of work they do. 3. Every pharmacist does not have an equal sense of responsibility and commitment to their work, their profession, their company. Some pharmacists might prefer to take orders over the telephone while another wants to have more peo ple contact. Another may be interested in having no out side contact but would like to do research or simply check prescriptions.
From my 14 years of experience in managing a phar macy, the answers are obvious after seeing pharmaciststo-be in all stages of training. There are enormous differ ences between people-no matter what their levels of training.
If that is the case, how can we expect an equivalent quality of service to come from one pharmacist as another? We can't; and that being the case, there is a definite benefit to having interested, enthusiastic tech nicians to fill in the voids.
The value is in judging each employee as an individual and leaning toward the concept of optimizing each employee's abilities and interests in order to maintain a respectable and acceptable work atmosphere in which each employee, pharmacist or not, is doing what he does best. The outcome is much better than having 10 phar macists counting unit-dose packages for eight hours, placing them into boxes, typing labels, and packaging them for terminal distribution. Very few people went to pharmacy school to do this and when they do it for any period of time, they become bored and resentful. That is definitely not in the best interests of the patient, resident, or customer regardless of the type of pharmacy or service provided.
I think there may be at least two separate options to consider.
One is to very specifically define the stages of tech nical training, to register or license supportive person nel, and to provide for a two-year pharmacist program to train a limited number of strictly dispensing person nel for very limited activities.
The second and preferred option is to continue to ensure that pharmacists are responsible and account able for checking that the correct and accurate medica tions are dispensed and for communicating with the physicians and their agents who generate orders.
Some people propose limiting the numbers of people who can aid the pharmacist in performing the above functions. I believe a pharmacist is more limited in the number of medications than can safely be checked by his own skills (i.e., speed, concentration) than he is by the number of orders filled by 1, 2, or 50 technicians. If there are 10 orders backed up to be checked or 200 or 2,000 orders to be checked, there is just so much a person can do within a certain time period. Technical people can be supervised by other trained technical peo ple or security people to carry out their own specific nonprofessional tasks.
If patient safety really is the issue, maybe we should legislate against interruptions from the telephone, sales people, patients, and other employees to protect the public from errors. However, I see no reason or justifi cation to legislate personnel requirements, which are purely management issues.
In short, the issue is not how many pharmacists, how many technicians or how many prescriptions are involved. What does matter is how accurately the phar macist can check the prescriptons and under what con ditions his accuracy can be maximized. Numbers do not really mean anything. The job is the same whether it entails one personally filled prescription or 2,000 prescriptions filled by supportive personnel and checked by a pharmacist. When you add to that the other issues that I have discussed: cost of services, quantity of ser vices, and quality of services; you can see that the advantages of proper utilization of personnel are what make the difference.
Historical Quotes
Ratio of Technicians to RPh.. . . supportive personnel need not have immedi ate supervision by pharmacists. This expression is in accordance with departmental philosophy: the pharmacist can maintain ultimate responsibility and permit quali fied supportive personnel to provide immediate supervision and perform essen tially all traditional pharmacy tasks.
While pharmacists in the patient care area indicated there should be a fixed ratio of technicians to pharmacists, all other pharmacists stated to the contrary. This difference in opinion was also supported in the finding that patient care area pharmacists felt that the use of technicians created problems in supervision while all other pharmacists stated that technicians created no greater problems than any other group. This difference seems to be derived from each pharmacist answer ing the questionnaire by looking at personnel in his area as opposed to personnel throughout the department Ratio seems to be a hot issue. How can one say that a specific ratio be defined for the use of all supportive personnel? It would seem from the responses to our questionnaire that the optimum "ratio" is merely that number which happens to be present at the time to accomplish the task. We have ratios within our depart ment from 1:1 all the way to 10:1. Certain pharmacists may prefer a particular ratio because their work situation is the one they are most familiar with, while other pharmacists are comfortable with a more flexible span of control. This leads to the conclusion that the staffing pattern is a direct result of the tasks to be per formed rather than the fact that a nonprofessional person will perform them. Ken dall RW, Miller DE, Butler JL, Hynniman CE, Parker PF. Supportive personnel in pharmacy programs at the University of Kentucky Hospital. I. Evolution of the tech nician's role. Am J Hosp Pharm 1972; 29:496-501. journal of Pharmacy Technology Sept/Oct 1986
